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At the first World Health Assembly the delegation of the 
USSR submitted a proposal (A/Prog/Min/l6^ p»10) that 1/VHO should 
consider the publication of "a new periodical intended as a 
source of reference and index of medical publications". The 
Assembly approved the reconmendation of the Committee on 
Programme that the matter should be'referred to the Executive 
Board for consideration (A/78. p»5)-> 

The following observations on t-his proposal are submitted: 

1 Extent of the problem 

It is difficult to obtain any reliable estimate of the 
niimber of medical publications which would have to be indexed in 
the suggested periodical» The total number of medical 
periodicals pùèiished throughout the world probably exceeds 
3.000

1

. Besides this periodical literature, large numbers of • 
books^ monographs, reports and pamphlets are published annually 

To arrange for the receipt of this vast and ever-growing 
mass of literature and to catalogue and index it adequately^ a 
considerable staff of medical librarians, cataloguers^ indexers, 
translators and clerical assistants would be required. Expense 
might also be involved in obtaining some of the periodicals and 
other literature• It is estimated that a comprehensive index 
of medical publications would comprise at least 2,500 pages 
per annum<, 

2 Existing sources of informtion 

.It is generally recognized that medicine is one of the best 
indexed of the sciences, and that most branches of the medical 
profession are well served both with general medical and specials-
subject bibliographies <» In the English language there have been 
in existence for some years wo indices to the literaiíure of' 
medicine which have become of international repute and value « 
As- the subject entrie-S in both these indices are' in English, they 
are of particular value to English reading users. They are: 
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 449 titles are listed in Periodica medica, 一 
Leipzig, 1937* 

3 Aufl. 



2*1 Index-Catalogue of the Army Medical Library - Washington, 1885 -s 

Although this index represents only the material available in 
one library, the Army Medical Library^ Washington, this library is so 
large that for practical purposes its holdings constitute an 
international bibliography of medicine# 

The Index-Catalogue is now in its fourth series, each series 
comprising a single alphabetical sequence of author and subject 
entries, books theses and pamphlets being entered under both author 
and subject, articles in periodicals appearing un^.er subject only* 

2#2 .Quarterly Cumulative Index Medicus
5
 Chicago, American Medical 

Association, 1916 This index is the most important current 
international index to medicine and the allied sciences, and lists 
the contents under author and subject entries of oVer 1,300 periodicals 
in all languages• Four numbers are published during each year, 
bound volumes appearing in June and December and consolidating the 
entries for the preceding six months« In recent years there has been 
some delay in p*ublication¿ which detracts from its immediate usefulness» 

These two publications have recently been supplemented by: 

2*3 Current List of Medical Llteraturej Washington^ Army Medical 
Library, 1941 This is a weekly list of tho contents of the 
current journals received by'the Army* Medical Library, arranged by a 
broad subject classification* Supplements are issúed periodically 
listing the recent book acquisitions of the library* 

2*4 National Indices^ In addition to the above-mentioned 
international indices^ there are several guides to national medical 
literature^ including Meditsinskaia Literatura SSSR, classified by-
subjects -with ал author index； Tsentraît riyi referativnyi meditsinskii 
zhurnal, Moskra, 1928 - , containing classified abstracts~ 
covering the entire field of Russian Medical Literature； and 
Bibliographia Medica Helvetica - an annual publication indexing Swiss 

medic al literature è 
* ‘ 

2#5 Abstracting Services.^ In addition several comprehensive 
abstracting services constitute indices of medical literature in 
particular fields * 

3 Conclusions 

In view of the existence of the sources of information mentioned 
above, there would seem to be no iiranediate need for setting up 
within WHO arrangements for tho publication of a separate periodical 
intended as a source of reference and index of all medical publications, 
particularly as the cost of establishing such a service, eveii in one 
language, would be very great# 

On the other hand, medical literature with a particular bearing 
on the work of WHO could be noted or reviewed in a bibliographical 
section of the Bulletin of WH0# Staff and materials for a systematic 
survey of world medical literature do not'at present exist, and are 
unlikely to exist in the immediate future* It would, however^ be 
possible to note in the bibliographical section of the Bulletin 
relevant accessions to the "WHO library* Nevertheless, until the Ш0 



library has been organized on a permanent basis, and has been 
functioning on a permanent basis for some time, a regular and adequate 
coverage of medical literature of special interest to WHO is unlikely 
to be achieved# 

4 Draft Resolution • 

The Executive Board 

DECIDES that the publication of a separate periodical as a source 
of reference and index of medical literature should not at 
present be undertaken by YffiO 

INSTRUCTS the Director-General to report at a future session 
of the Board any'circiimstances which might lead to a reconsideration 
of this decision* 


